
Math 132, Midterm 2 Solutions 1College of the Holy Cross, Spring Semester, 2005Math 132, Midterm 2 SolutionsThursday, Marh 311. The graph of the funtion f(x) is shown below.
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(a) [10 points℄ Use the graph of f to ompute the following approximations of R 80 f(x) dx.Solution: Sine n = 2, �x = 8�02 = 4.LEFT (2) : 28 = 0 � 4 + 7 � 4RIGHT (2) : 68 = 7 � 4 + 10 � 4MID(2) : 52 = 4 � 4 + 9 � 4TRAP (2) : 48 = 12(LEFT (2) +RIGHT (2))SIMP (2) : 50:6 = 2MID(2) + TRAP (2)3(b) [6 points℄ For eah method, deide whether the approximation of R 80 f(x) dx is anoverestimate, an underestimate, or that this annot be determined from the giveninformation. In the ase of an overestimate or underestimate, briey explain yourreasoning.Method Type of Estimate ReasonLEFT underestimate f is inreasingRIGHT overestimate f is inreasingMID underestimate f is onave downTRAP overestimate f is onave downSIMP an't determine



Math 132, Midterm 2 Solutions 22. (a) [6 points℄ Set up an integral that represents the arlength of the portion of thegraph of y = sin(x) between x = 0 and x = �. Do not evaluate the integral.Solution: Using the usual form of the arlength integral for the graph y = f(x),we get dydx = os(x) andL = Z ba s1 + �dydx�2 dx = Z �0 p1 + os2 x dx(b) [6 points℄ Approximate the integral in part (a) using a left hand sum with n = 4subintervals.Solution: We have �x = ��04 = �4 . Then with the left hand sum approximation:Z �0 p1 + os2 x dx := p1 + os2(0) � �4 +r1 + os2 ��4� � �4+r1 + os2 ��2� � �4 +s1 + os2�3�4 � � �4= �p2 +p3=2 + 1 +p3=2� �4= �p2 +p6 + 1� �4:= 3:823. Rewrite eah of the following improper integrals as a limit, or limits. State whetherthe integral onverges or diverges, and ompute its value if it onverges.(a) [6 points℄ Z 2�1 1x3 dxSolution: This integral is improper beause the integrand is unde�ned at x = 0.Sine this is in the interior of the interval of integration, we look atlimb!0� Z b�1 x�3 dx + lima!0+ Z 2a x�3 dx = limb!0� �12 x�2�����b0 + lima!0+ �12 x�2�����2aBoth of these limits are unde�ned, so the improper integral diverges.



Math 132, Midterm 2 Solutions 3(b) [6 points℄ Z 20 1p4� x2 dxSolution: This integral is improper beause the integrand is not de�ned at theendpoint x = 2. We haveZ 20 1p4� x2 dx = limb!2� Z b0 1p4� x2 dx= limb!2� arsin�x2� �����b0 #28 in table= limb!2� arsin� b2�= �2So the integral onverges to the value �2 .() [6 points℄ Z 10 e�4x dxSolution: This integral is improper beause of the in�nite limit of integration.Z 10 e�4x dx = limb!1Z b0 e�4x dx= limb!1 �14 e�4x�����b0= limb!1 14(1� e�4b)= 14So the integral onverges to the value 14 .4. Let R denote the region bounded by y = sin x, y = os x, x = 0 and x = �=4.
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Math 132, Midterm 2 Solutions 4(a) [7 points℄ Find the area of R.Solution: Think of subdividing the area into vertial strips. The height of eahis os(x)� sin(x) and the width is dx, so the area is given byZ �=40 os(x)� sin(x) dx = (sin(x) + os(x))������=40 = p2� 1 := :414(b) [7 points℄ Find x, the x-oordinate of the enter of mass of R. (Assume the regionhas onstant mass density Æ = 1.)Solution: To �nd x, we ompute Moment=Mass. The mass was already om-puted in part a. The moment is given by the integralZ �=40 x(os(x)� sin(x)) dxTo integrate here we use parts with u = x, and dv = os(x) � sin(x). Thendu = dx, and v = sin(x) + os(x). This givesZ �=40 x(os(x)� sin(x)) dx = x(sin(x) + os(x))������=40 � Z �=40 sin(x) + os(x) dx= x(sin(x) + os(x))������=40 + (os(x)� sin(x))������=40= �p24 � 1Then the enter of mass is at x = �p24 � 1p2� 1 := :2675. Let R be the region bounded by the urve y = ex and the lines x = 0 and y = e.e R
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Math 132, Midterm 2 Solutions 5(a) [8 points℄ Find the volume of the solid obtained by revolving R about the x-axis.Solution: Rotating around the x-axis, we get a solid with \washer" ross setionsbeause of the gap between the region R and the x-axis. The inner radius for theross setion at x is rin = ex while the outer radius is rout = e. The upper limitof integration is found by setting ex = e and solving for x: x = 1. The volume isZ 10 �e2 � �e2x dx = ��e2x� e2x2 � �����10 = �2 (e2 + 1) := 13:18(b) [6 points℄ Set up an integral that represents the volume of the solid whose baseis R and whose ross-setions perpendiular to the x-axis are squares with baselying in R. Do not evaluate the integral.Solution: By Cavalieri's Priniple, we integrate the ross setional area to getthe volume. Sine the ross setion at x is a square with side e � ex, the rosssetional area is (e� ex)2, and the volume isZ 10 (e� ex)2 dx6. Suppose a metal rod of length 2 meters has a mass density Æ(x) = 5 + 1:2x2 kg permeter.(a) [7 points℄ Find the total mass of the rod.Solution: Sine the rod is a straight thin (essentially 1-dimensional) objet, themass of a small piee is approximately density value times the length. Adding upthese terms, we get:M = Z 20 5 + 1:2x2 dx = (5x + :4x3)�����20 = 13:2kg(b) [7 points℄ Find the enter of mass of the rod.



Math 132, Midterm 2 Solutions 6Solution: The enter of mass is atx = 113:2 Z 20 x(5 + 1:2x2) dx= 113:2 Z 20 5x+ 1:2x3 dx= 113:20�5x22 + :3x4�����201A= 14:813:2:= 1:12(Note: This is to the right of the midpoint of the rod, whih is what we expetsine the density is inreasing with x. There is more mass to the right of themidpoint than to the left.7. A 200 meter tall pyramid has a square base with side length 100 meters. Its massdensity (in kg/m3) at height h meters above the base is given by Æ(h) = 1 + 0:01h.
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(a) [6 points℄ Write down a Riemann sum that approximates the total mass of thepyramid.Solution: Sliing the pyramid horizontally, the slie at height h above the baseis approximately a retangular solid with length and width s(h) depending on h,and height �h. The side s(h) is found by similar triangles:s(h) = 12(200� h):



Math 132, Midterm 2 Solutions 7So we add up (density) � (volume) for all the slies:M :=X(1 + :01h)�12(200� h)�2�h(b) [6 points℄ Using the answer to part (a), write down an integral that equals themass of the pyramid. Do not evaluate the integral.Solution: M = Z 2000 (1 + :01h) � 14(200� h)2 dh


